Evaluation of 1H magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging as a diagnostic tool for the lateralization of epileptogenic seizure foci.
The purpose of this study was to assess whether a visual examination of 1H spectroscopic images could correctly lateralize patients with intractable temporal lobe epilepsy. 20 patients with intractable temporal lobe epilepsy and 10 volunteers were included in this study. Spectroscopic images were analysed using a protocol based on visual inspection. Images of the metabolites N-acetyl aspartate (NAA), choline (Cho), creatine (Cr) and lactate were obtained from a transverse plane oriented along the sylvian fissure. Images from each individual were evaluated independently by six reviewers. Results of the lateralization procedure obtained from the visual examinations were compared with those obtained from quantitative analysis of the spectra and with those obtained by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), neuropsychological examinations, and electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings. NAA images were found to be the most effective, amongst metabolite images, in lateralizing the epileptogenic lobe. Using the site selected for resection as the definition of the correct lateralization, 70% of the patients who underwent temporal lobectomy were correctly lateralized by the majority of the examiners using the visual inspection protocol. Based on the results of this study it is concluded that visual examination of 1H spectroscopic images is potentially valid in lateralizing patients with intractable temporal lobe seizures. Confidence in the visual interpretation increased as the difference in NAA signal intensity between the temporal lobes increased. The threshold above which the majority of the examiners correctly lateralized the patients was approximately 15% in NAA signal loss in the ipsilateral lobe.